A Poem For Ashtonleigh

We all live or work at Ashtonleigh,🏘
What a simply wonderful place to be,
You couldn't ask for more of the staff,
They're very caring and love a laugh 🤣
It's warm and cosy and the rooms are so clean,
A better care home you've never seen,
It's run by managers with care and pride,
Open and transparent- with nothing to hide
From the moment when you first arrive,
You'll find the team 'strive to provide',
The best possible service with our love, ❤
We will all go 'beyond' not just above.
There's Sarah on reception, 💻 ☎ &
An excellent front of house she makes,
Then there's Dot and team in the kitchen,
Making breakfast, dinner and cakes! 🍲 🍰
There's Gaj, now he's the owner,
Then Nicky - the big cheese! 🐭 🧀
You'll always find her wandering
Her aim is always to please!
There's Laura- she's the manager,
With her friendly smiley face, 😃
And Nick who is her deputy,
Who everyone thinks is ace! ,
There's Jenna ,Shae and Nikki,
As carers they're not half bad,
And then of course there's Caroline,
Now that one she's quite mad! 😜
It all begins with carers, .
Helping everyone start their day,🛀
And then it's simply up to you,
Where you'd like to spend your stay.
There's peace and quiet in your room,
But when you want some fun, 💃 🤡
There's quizzes, crafts and sing-alongs,
So it's off to the lounge you come
Lunch is in the dining room, 🥗 🍲 🍝

So off down the corridor you go,
Or if it's bright and sunny,
You might prefer it 'Al fresco'
After lunch it's time to have a nap,
It's what you all deserve,
And as mid afternoon arrives,
It's tea and biscuits carers serve ☕ 🍪
And so as the day grows darker,
Sleepy faces you will see,
So off to bed, but rest assured, 🛌
ASHTONLEIGH IS THE PLACE TO BE x
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

